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Discussion paper: Pathways to growth 
through digital business models in 
industrial companies 

Digitalisation is influencing the competitiveness of our 
industrial SMEs. Whilst digitalisation can destroy the tra-
ditional business models of industrial companies, it is also 
a key core competence when it comes to improving com-
petitiveness and tapping fresh ways to grow. If core business 
 areas are to digitalise successfully, business models will need 
to adapt and balance out according to pathways to growth.

By way of illustration, several specific use cases are consid-
ered in this text. The companies mentioned in these exam-
ples stand for a large number of other companies which 
have already started to digitise their business models. Using 
these companies as examples is not intended to single 
them out.

Traditional business model of industrial 
companies

By our work with around 50 leading international indus-
trial companies we have been able to identify pathways to 
growth through the digitalisation of business models. These 
pathways are based on previous work on “Smart Services” 
(Acatech 2017, 2018) and point out the impact of digitali-
sation on the core elements of business models (value pro-
position, value creation and revenue mechanism).

The value proposition of industrial companies is based 
on enhancing the success of their clients by combining 
products, software and services to customised solutions. 
The value creation is focused on the development, produc-
tion and sale of products, the delivery of services and the 
integration and adaptation of these products, software and 
services to meet client-specific challenges. Regarding the 
revenue mechanism, products and services make a major 
contribution to the generation of turnover. In many com-
panies, the profits are largely driven by services.

Pathways to growth

Our findings show that companies are pursuing five path-
ways to growth as they digitalise this traditional business 
model, namely digital elements, connectivity, product 

Pathways to growth through digital business models
as service, applications and digital platforms. Each path 
requires adaptations to the core elements of business 
models (value proposition, value creation activities and 
revenue mechanism). 

Digital elements (e.g. sensors, tablet PCs, smart glasses, 
augmented reality etc.) are used by companies to enrich 
the value proposition with new client experiences. For 
instance, Trumpf, the machine tool manufacturer, has 
developed the MobileControl app. This app can be used 
to control and monitor machinery via the touchscreen 
of a tablet PC, creating an entirely new client experience. 
Whilst such digital elements increase the price of the 
product, they also help the product to stand out against 
the competition.

The next phase involves combining several digital ele-
ments to form new digital solutions. For example, con-
struction machinery manufacturers like Caterpillar and 
Volvo Trucks are linking drones above building sites with 
GPS sensors on the construction machinery and smart 
communication devices on the clothing of the construc-
tion workers to form novel safety solutions. Combining 
several digital elements increases the benefit to the cus-
tomer. This creates new potential turnover, whereby the 
price charged for these digital solutions depends on the 
value to the customer.

This discussion paper presents the current status of discussions within Plattform Industrie 4.0’s Working Group on Digital 
Business Models. It is meant to serve as a basis for other discussions and cannot be considered final.

Introduction
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Connectivity means that companies link up their prod-
ucts and receive data on their use. Firstly, connectivity is 
focused on new products with a view to cutting costs dur-
ing the guarantee period. For example, General Electric says 
it uses remote services to solve around 95% of the problems 
that crop up during the guarantee period. Value creation 
activities refer to the monitoring, testing and diagnosis of 
products. The costs of connectivity increase the costs of the 
product in the revenue mechanism. 

Secondly, companies invest in the connectivity of the 
product base already in place. Here, connectivity prom-
ises higher product availability. The value creation activ-
ities entail preventive maintenance combined with the 
diagnosis of product use. In the revenue mechanism, sales 
of on-site services are substituted by remote services. 
rConnect – GF Machining Solutions’ comprehensive 
remote analysis system – also improves the sale of spare 
parts and consumable materials. At the same time, the cost 
structures change, since the service organisation consists of 
fixed costs and profitability is largely determined by capac-
ity utilisation. Connectivity improves the predictability of 
service provision and thus boosts capacity utilisation.

Thirdly, connectivity of the entire installed base brings 
about a change in the value proposition, ranging from an 
increase in operating hours and product availability to 
the contractual guarantee of product performance or of 
a specific outcome. For instance, Vestas, the wind turbine 
manufacturer, not only guarantees a high avail ability of the 
turbines, but also promises a specific outcome in terms of 
the volume of energy generated (e.g. 8 megawatts a year). 
The revenue model changes to the effect that companies 
are paid for the attainment of certain outcomes and have 
to pay a penalty if they fail to achieve these outcomes. Also, 
suppliers are rewarded when their components achieve the 
agreed outcomes. Siemens’ sale of 94 Inspiro trains for the 
Piccadilly Line in London includes a fixed required number 
of operating hours, so that the number of trains per hour 
can be increased from 24 to 27. It is only possible to sched-
ule a train every 35 seconds if suppliers of all the key com-
ponents are integrated. 

Applications allow the companies a detailed understand-
ing of their clients’ efficiency. Data are recorded and 
analysed for the entire client process and the use of the 
application. Initially, clients are given greater transpar-

ency about the efficiency of their products. The collection, 
consolidation and visualisation of data on client processes 
becomes an important value creation activity, and gener-
ates corresponding costs. However, clients are not willing 
to pay solely for transparency. 

For this reason, companies make their applications more 
attractive by giving customers additional advice on how to 
improve the efficiency of their processes. Companies earn 
additional revenue from these consultancy services. How-
ever, in terms of the revenue mechanism, many companies 
find that this growth and the profitability require enhanced 
expertise on customer processes. In many cases, this exper-
tise is a limiting factor.

In response, companies are increasingly using digital tech-
nologies to automate process improvements. For example, 
Heidel berger Druckmaschinen has worked with Prinect 
to develop a solution based on software modules which 
improve the entire printing process. Companies need to 
do further work on software development as part of their 
value creation activities. The revenue mechanism of these 
automated improvements is similar to software solutions, 
since companies charge for licences or usage. 

Product as service takes up the idea that customers do not 
buy the product, but only pay for the actual performance 
of or outcome generated by the product. For example, the 
tire manufacturer Michelin introduced a concept back in 
the early 1920s whereby customers paid for each kilometre 
travelled by the tire. This sort of value proposition is of 
interest to customers who drive a relatively small num-
ber of kilometres. In view of profitability-related risks, the 
product is initially only offered to selected clients. Compa-
nies operate risk management and identify necessary price 
buffers to ensure profitability. These buffers reduce risks 
and form a key element of the revenue mechanism.

Once the profitability of the product as service has been 
ensured for specific clients, the second phase is to extend 
the approach to further customers. The value proposition of 
paying for the actual use of the product is then integrated 
into other solutions. Manufacturers of forklift trucks, such 
as Linde, Still and Jungheinrich integrate the payment of 
hourly truck use into their fleet management solutions. 
Companies distribute the risks across a wider group of cus-
tomers, meaning that price buffers can be reduced.
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This results in a large number of heterogeneous clients 
with different cost structures. In the third phase, the com-
panies adapt the product as service concept to these heter-
ogeneous structures. This means that the aforementioned 
forklift truck manufacturers can bill not only by the num-
ber of hours used, but also by the number of kilometres 
travelled or by the lifted and shifted tonnes of material. 
These various price models need to be considered in the 
risk management and the revenue mechanism.

Digital platforms form the fifth path to growth. Exam-
ples of platforms include Bosch’s IoT platform, Siemens’ 
MindSphere and Voith’s OnCumulus. Many customers are 
sceptical about making use of data via such platforms. For 
this reason, it is important to directly combine the benefits 
of the platform with the customer’s performance indica-
tors, e.g. with the overall equipment efficiency (OEE). Also, 
the value creation activities become more collaborative. For 
example, many platform providers decide to work together 
with Amazon Webservices or Microsoft Azure. Further-
more, platforms change the revenue mechanism. Estab-
lishing them entails high development costs, and it is often 
impossible to cope with these without bringing partners 
on board. Once they have been developed and established, 
platforms can be scaled up very rapidly. Costs and sales are 
then based not on the physical products, but on the value 
of the information acquired and shared via the digital plat-
form.

Platforms serve as springboards for data-oriented solutions. 
One early experiment was Taleris, a joint venture between 
General Electric and Accenture. Taleris took the data from, 
for example, aircraft engines, flight routes and the weather 
to develop analytical processes on the Predix Platform 
which help airlines to minimise mechanical faults in the 
engine. Airbus is currently attempting to do the same with 
the Skywise platform, which links manufacturers, suppliers 
and airlines in a single data system. Analytical tools are 
intended to help users of Skywise improve their business 
transactions. At this stage, companies need to consider how 
they can shape and scale up the value network for these 
data-oriented solutions. For example, Siemens has formed 
the MindSphere World alliance, which includes Kuka, the 
robot manufacturer, Festo, the industrial automation spe-
cialist, and Trumpf Werkzeugmaschinen, the machine tool 
maker. This alliance supports MindSphere and the elabo-
ration of standards to develop the MindSphere Platform 

itself. Going forward, the success of this alliance will 
depend on the specific design of the individual roles such 
as technology specialists, consultants, application develop-
ers, system integrators and connectivity developers and on 
the scaling up of the alliance.

Also, companies need to answer the question of how reve-
nue and cost flows are composed. Many platforms rely on 
a relatively small basic fee combined with use-based billing 
for data and applications.
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Figure 1: Framework for the digitalisation of business models

These five paths to growth can be fitted into an initial 
framework for the digitalisation of business models. This 
framework is composed of the scope of the digital technol-
ogies and the extent of the changes to the business model. 
These dimensions are still relatively small when it comes 
to digital elements and connectivity. They are a little larger 
when it comes to the product as service or to applications, 
and are largest in the case of platforms.

Companies do not pursue a single pathway to growth, 
but several. In other words, they do not switch from an 

An initial framework for the digitalisation of business models
analogue to a digital business model, but need to design a 
portfolio of digital business models. Here, the digital plat-
form offers the greatest disruptive potential and is the path 
to which management should devote most of its attention.

Figure 1 provides an orientation for companies. The annex 
summarises the main changes to the core elements of the 
business model. These changes are not of course exhaus-
tive; further steps are possible. Please feel free to contact us 
with any questions, suggestions and other input.

Further information

Acatech (2018). Smart Service World 2018.
Acatech (2017). Guide to Smart Service World. 
Smart services in the digital value network.
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Annex: Changes in the core components of the business models
Digital elements

Core components of the 
business model

Individual digital elements to create new 
client experiences

Combination of several digital elements 

Value proposition New and personalised client experiences Enhanced benefit for client resulting from 
combination of several digital elements

Value creation activities Embedding digital elements in the processes 
between clients and company

Structured process to develop and monetise 
new digital solutions 

Revenue mechanism Increased costs of product are covered by 
improved product differentiation 

Growth in sales due to digital solutions; 
price based on customer benefit

Connectivity

Core components of the 
business model

Networking of new products Networking of the installed 
base

Guaranteed product 
performance

Value proposition Less on-site service provi-
sion, enhanced product 
availability

Increased product 
availability

Assurance of certain perfor-
mance level and outcomes

Value creation activities Monitoring, testing, 
diagnosis and maintenance 
of products via remote 
connections

Prediction of product 
downtimes and preventive 
maintenance

Integration of suppliers of 
key components 

Revenue mechanism Increased product costs, 
reduced service costs

Restructuring of service 
revenues, securing of sales 
of wearing and replacement 
parts, and maintenance 
contracts

Turnover linked to attain-
ment of performance level, 
penalties in case of not 
achieving them

Application

Core components of the 
business model

Provision of process 
information

Process advice Automated process 
optimisation

Value proposition Increased transparency 
about the efficiency of 
client processes

Increased efficiency of client 
processes

Automated improvement of 
client processes

Value creation activities The collecting, consolidating 
and visualising of client 
processes

Personal advice on process 
optimisation

Software algorithms to auto-
mate process optimisation

Revenue mechanism Costs of providing 
information

Growth in sales, process 
expertise as limiting factor 
for growth

Development costs of 
algorithms, revenue from 
licences and fees
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Product as service

Core components of the 
business model

Securing of profitability Integration into further 
solutions

Adaptation to different 
cost structures

Value proposition Payment for product use 
and outcomes rather than 
purchase of product

Payment for use and 
outcomes as part of the 
value proposition of 
other solutions

Adaptation to different 
client cost structures

Value creation activities Risk management for 
individual customers

Distribution of risk across 
many customers

Reduced risk by spreading 
risks across different billing 
models

Revenue mechanism Inclusion of a price buffer 
in the price for usage/out-
comes 

Reduction of the price 
buffer

Price mechanisms for 
different clients and cost 
structures

Digital Platforms

Core components of the 
business model

Anchoring of digital platforms in the clients’ 
key performance indicators

Digital platforms as a starting point for 
data-based solutions

Value proposition Improvement of the client’s key perfor-
mance indicators

Use of platform data to solve problems of 
clients

Value creation activities Cooperative value creation with partners Design of roles in collaborative value 
creation, scaling up the value network 
for the platform

Revenue mechanism Costs for the development of the platform, 
spreading of costs and risks across several 
partners, turnover generated by data-based 
solutions

Turnover generated by the platforms con-
sisting of basic fee and used-based billing 
for data and applications
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